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T
here’s been a lot of attention in
the media about various epi-
demics in recent years. The
word “epidemic” conjures
images of overflowing hospital

wards and people walking the streets
wearing surgical masks. Fueling the fire,
the news outlets are now reporting single
cases associated with H5N1 avian flu in
far-away lands as populous as Indonesia,
which has sustained about 50 deaths.
(Sensationalism being what it is, I note
there has been very little mention of the
2005 Indonesian polio outbreak which
affected more than 300 people.)

Closer to home, the news often turns
its attention to the “obesity epidemic,”
with blame variously attributed to bad
parenting, fast food restaurants, lazy kids,
video games, and—if you visit certain
corners of the World Wide Web—hor-
monally manipulated cattle. Type 2 dia-
betes is, of course, a common conse-
quence of obesity, and is also rapidly
growing in frequency. If the pundits are
to be believed, the obesity epidemic will
turn into the diabetes epidemic as the
video-game playing, fast-food-eating,
exercise-avoidant teenagers of today carry
those bad habits into adulthood.
Alzheimer’s disease has been called an epi-
demic too, but that’s probably a misuse of
the term, since an epidemic, by defini-
tion, means a greater than expected num-
ber of cases in a population. 

We know a lot about why Alzheimer’s
disease has grown in numbers and recog-
nition, and it doesn’t meet the criteria for
an epidemic. Much of that growth is the
result of changes in definitions and in the
population. With the publication of the
NINCDS-ADRDA research criteria for

Alzheimer’s in 1984, the historical limita-
tion of AD to the presenile years was for-
mally eliminated. With the stroke of a
pen, the size of the at-risk population
grew massively. The number of cases grew
accordingly, as did the understanding of
the close relationship between advancing
age and AD risk. AD went from being a
disease of the presenium to being an “age-
related illness.” 

Other factors in the growth of AD
have been the dramatically declining
prevalence of major stroke since 1960,
and increasingly successful prospective
management of cardiovascular disease.
Fewer strokes means less vascular/multi-
infarct dementia, and more brains living
well into the age of risk for AD. Longer
life expectancies are the biggest driver of
the “epidemic” proportions attributed to
the growth of AD. The number of cases
has been projected to triple between 2000
and 2050, but the largest increase in AD
cases will be in age 85 and older portion
of the population.1 Epidemic or not,
adding nearly 10 million more cases of
AD into the population, figuring out
who will take care of them and how to
pay for it all, look like far more certain
public health crises than the risk that
avian flu will jump to humans in untold
numbers.

There is a lurking problem, however,
that might bring Alzheimer’s into the true
epidemic category. It’s diabetes. Over the
last decade, it has become increasingly
apparent that type 2 diabetes increases
the risk for AD.2 At first, it seemed that
this might be explained through the
known diabetes-stroke links and that the
increased rate of dementia in diabetics
was due to cerebral infarcts. Some studies

support a significant role for this mecha-
nism.3 Other possibilities include com-
mon clinical correlates of DM, like
hypertension and hyperlipidemia, which
also appear to increase AD risk, perhaps
through vascular mechanisms other than
stroke. However, more and more evi-
dence points toward a direct link between
the pathophysiology of diabetes and
insulin resistance, so much so that
Suzanne de la Monte and colleagues have
suggested that AD is actually “Type 3”
diabetes.4

Type 3 Diabetes?
While most experts would probably say
that data remain too incomplete to sup-
port calling AD type 3 diabetes, there is
certainly an increasingly complex web of
results that underlie the possibility. Both
diseases are age-related with exponential
growth in older age groups. Diabetes
begins its rapidly accelerating prevalence
in the 5th decade, AD in the 7th.
Problems in memory and visuospatial
function are evident in adult-onset dia-
betics even without frank dementia.5

Sure, we could write those correlations
off to subclinical strokes or even direct
effects of hyperglycemia, but there are
other elements of the evidence that seem
to specifically link AD and the insulin
resistance/hyperinsulinemia pattern of
type 2 diabetes. These include changes in
insulin signaling pathways in AD brains
as well as an uncoupling of glucose and
oxygen consumption early in the disease
course. The uncoupling phenomenon
suggests failure of the mitochondrial elec-
tron transport chain, which has been
linked to downstream events of amyloid
beta overproduction and neuronal loss. 
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This alternative to amyloid-centered
approaches to AD led Swerdlow and
Khan to propose the “mitochondrial cas-
cade hypothesis” for sporadic AD.6 Other
proposed mechanisms relate hyperinsu-
linemia to effects mediated through
receptors for insulin-like growth factor 1
(IGF-1), or competition for degradation
of amyloid beta by insulin degrading
enzyme. It’s as yet unclear whether the as-
sociation between diabetes and AD is
driven by one of these mechanisms or
several; the lack of clear links between
AD and any insulin-related genes makes a
multifactorial process more likely.7

The diabetes-AD link has been getting
a lot of play in the news since the 10th
International Conference on Alzheimer’s
Disease in Madrid this July, where a series
of papers highlighted the possibility of
AD therapeutics focused on insulin regu-
lation as an alternative to the amyloid-
centered treatments that dominate the
clinical trials world in AD today. 

One of the focal points was the role of
the thiazolidinedione anti-diabetic
agents, often known as the glitazones.
More formally, these are known as perox-
isome proliferator-activated receptor-γ
(PPAR-γ) agonists. They act on nuclear
receptors in the insulin and amyloid beta
signaling cascades, and their exact role in
AD is unknown. Nonetheless, the prelim-
inary work reported in Madrid suggested
that PPAR-γ agonists selectively reduce
AD risk in diabetics when compared to
other treatments like metformin or
insulin. There is also tantalizing prelimi-
nary evidence that they may slow progres-
sion of AD over time, with their effective-
ness possibly linked to APOE genotype.8

So, why is this alternative to the amy-
loid model important? I see several rea-
sons. First, it’s good not to have all our
eggs in one basket. I struggle with the
concept that our primary model for AD,
particularly as it relates to drug develop-
ment, is derived from that very small
number of autosomal dominant muta-

tions in amyloid processing. I think most
of us will agree that amyloid is important
in AD, and required for the pathology to
exist, but the answers as to why and how
the process gets started are a bit more
vague. The growing links between insulin
resistance, bioenergetic failure and AD
might help us better understand those
first steps on the path to AD, and inter-
vene closer to the source. 

Finally, metabolic models provide a
stronger explanation for the epidemiolog-
ic evidence regarding the influence of
midlife diet, exercise, hypertension, lipids
and maybe even alcohol than vague ties
between amyloid metabolism, synaptoge-
nesis and concepts of cognitive reserve.
And don’t forget, media-driven paranoia
aside, the explosion of type 2 diabetes in
the US could be an underappreciated fac-
tor that might just turn the impending
public health disaster of already un-
checked AD growth into a problem of
epidemic proportions. PN
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